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Abstract—Recently, more and more researchers are interested
in the Tetris video game. Many have studied about how many
rows can be eliminated at most. In real world Tetris game,
however, players will get extra bonus while eliminating rows
consecutively (i.e., Combo) or using advanced skills (e.g., TSpin). As a result, strategies without taking extra bonus into
consideration may end up with lower points than those have
already considered it. In this paper, we proposed an artificial
intelligence applying human players strategies. Instead of using
reinforcement learning, we use Breadth First Search (i.e., BFS) to
find the best action in each Board state with features evaluation
function. The experiment result shows the implemented strategies
steadily outperform the original one.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Tetris is a video game which was originally invented by
Russian programmer Alex Pajitonv at 1985. Then It has been
popular since the day [1] [2].
The game area of Tetris, usually called board, is a matrix of
cells with a height of 20 and width of 10. The blocks, usually
called Tetrominos, fall from the top of the board to the bottom,
each time a step. Once a block reaches the bottom of the board,
it is placed. Traditionally, there are seven kinds of Tetrominos,
which are shown below in Fig. 1. From left to right are: I, J, L,
O, S, T and Z. In addition to moving the Tetrominos left and
right, one can rotate them by 90 degrees, either clockwise or
counterclockwise. When all cells in one row are occupied after
a certain action, the row will be eliminated, and the player will
get some points. For more detail, visit Faheys website [2].

Fig. 1.

From left to right : I, J, L, O, S, T, Z

As we have discussed above, Tetriss rules are simple. It
needs, however, a lot of practice for us to gain high points.
As for artificial intelligence, it may face the problem that there
are too many board states (about 106 0 states [3]). It is not a
wise decision to go through each of them. In order to reduce
the number of states, we use features, which we will explain
its detail in the following paper.
Generally, players know the current and the next Tetromino.
In this paper, we assume that the artificial player can see at
most three Tetrominos a time. It can then try all possible
rotations and translations and decide where to place the
Tetromino based on what it sees. One should remember that
consecutive elimination is encouraged.
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For the remaining paper, we will give a brief review on
the existing approaches (section II). Define problem settings
(section III). Analysize performance (section IV). Discuss the
results (section IV).And finally, we conclude our discussion
and present future ideas we intend to follow to improve our
settings (section V).
II. P REVIOUS R EVIEW
Before reviewing what previous research have achieved, we
first step back and define what an artificial intelligent agent
is, then find out what it can do. In general, a Tetris agent can
select, among all possible actions, a best way at any given
state. The more rewards the agent receive, the better the action
is. It is, however, sometimes difficult to give each action a
value. As a consequence, we evaluate states instead.
Since almost all the best algorithms are using features and
evaluation function, including those from Dellacherie, Fahey
and Bohm, we cannot lag behind. We use evaluation function
to give every state a numerical value, and the agent can use it
to determine the best action which will lead to the state with
highest score. For example, given a Tetromino, an agent can
make it rotate and translate several times in order to simulate
and evaluate all possible board states, after considering all
possibilities, the agent chooses the board state whose value
is the highest among the possible next states. The extension
to our game setting(i.e., next three Tetrominos are known
advanced) is also straightforward. The agent only needs to
simulates two more level in depth before selecting an action
for the current Tetromino.
Now, we have known how an action is chosen under certain
principles. We turn our attention to how an evaluation function
is defined. As we have mentioned above, Tetris game has
almost 1060 different states. It is not very wise to use such
a great amount of states as the nucleus of classification,
instead, features may be much better. Through features, we
can classify different states into same clusters, and significantly decrease the number of states. Some popular features, such as peak height, landing height, number of holes,
row transition, column transition and eroded piece cells are
widely used by several researchers. We, however, only take
some features above into consideration (see table. 1), due
to the reason that other features are not that important. The
resulting features then combined with each other through a
weighted parameter, and thus we get an evaluation function.
Let fi denotes a feature, fi is a function that maps a state

into a real value. The value of a state s is then defined as :
V (s) =

N
X

W i ∗ f i(s)

(1)

i=1

where N is the number of features and wi are the weights
of each of them.
For many researchers, not only the weights but also the
features are learned by reinforcement learning, but here, we
use heuristic instead. Both of these two parameters are chosen
by hand.
III. P ROBLEM S ETTINGS
Since Tetris game has been evolved for almost three
decades, a variety of rules has been announced. In this paper,
we use the game rules designed by Alexey Pajitnov, which is
applied in Tetris Battle [4], a popular Facebook Application.
The specific rules are following.
A. Matrix Setting
•
•

•

•

The game area is a rectangular with 10 columns wide
and 20 rows high.
From beginning, every 7 pieces contains each type of
Tetrimino with random order. That is, a given type of
Tetrimino must arrive in next 7 pieces.
Before dropping down a Tetrimino , player could ”hold”
the current Tetrimino once into the Hold Queue, and take
out the Tetrimino in the Hold Queue if exists.
Player could see the Tetrimino type of the next 3 pieces.

B. SendLine System
•
•
•
•

When clearing lines, one player sends ”Garbage lines” to
force its opponent to the brink.
If a player has nowhere to move its pieces, its opponent
wins one ”K.O.”.
Anyone who wins five ”K.O.” first will win.
The number of ”Garbage lines”, i.e., Line-Sent, depends
on the moves according to the Fig. 2.
IV. A NALYSIS

Nowadays, the most common Artificial Intelligence (A.I.)
for Tetris is simple and straightforward. We call this strategy
”Greedy A.I.”, which is named after its policy for eliminating
rows. Greedy A.I. finds the possible states and eliminate
lines once achievable, keeping the height of existing block
as small as possible. In addition, if the heuristic function
for reducing unnecessary states is well developed, Greedy
A.I. could performs at a rapid speed. However, this strategy
becomes inefficient under the game rules described in Section
III. Since Greedy A.I. eliminate rows once reachable, the row
elimination is generally single-line and discontinuous. Under
the game rules, single-line row elimination is not rewarded
and the discontinuous elimination ends up the Combo bonus,
which both significantly reduce the Line Sent of Greedy A.I..
Because of the special bonus of Tetris Battle game rules,
several strategies have been developed to make full use of the
bonus under the game rules. In this paper, we focus on two

Fig. 2.

Line-Sent table

strategies, Tetris A.I. and 2-Wide Combo. There are still more
strategies, such as 3-Wide Combo, 4-Wide Combo or T-spin,
which are out of the scope of this paper.
A. Tetris A.I.
The strategy of Tetris A.I. maximize the use of Tetris Move
and B2B Tetris Move, which are rewarded by 4 Line Sent
and 6 Line Sent respectively. Tetris Move is the action that
drop an I-Tetrimino into a gap and eliminate four rows at the
same time. B2B (Back-to-back) Tetris Move is the Tetris Move
performed after another Tetris Move and no other type of row
elimination occurs between the two actions. That is, a series
of Tetris Moves will be rewarded by 4 Line-Sent for the first
one, and 6 Line-Sent for every other moves. The goal of the
Tetris A.I. is therefore to make consequent Tetris Moves as
many as possible.
To perform Tetris Move, one should stack on 9 columns
and left the other one column blank for the I-Tetriminos.
We let Tetris A.I. keeps stacking on the left 9 columns. The
reason is that it is easier to stack on a wider board than on
a narrower board in Tetris. Choosing a continuous 9 columns
could simplify the problem. Besides, stacking on the right 9
columns is in the same situation and thus do not affect the
results. The algorithm of stacking is explained later.
Tetris A.I. performs a Tetris Move once the precondition is
satisfied, including the height of left 9 columns is larger than 4
and an I-Tetrimino is available. Consequently, Tetris A.I. will
keep on stacking the left 9 columns and make a Tetris Move

f eatures
coloumn transition
transition height
peak height
right − lef t

description
when the f low of the height changes,
transition increases by one
the total height dif f erence
between the neighbor columns
the highest height of all columns
whether the lef t side is higher than
the right side

TABLE I
2-W IDE C OMBO A.I. FEATURES

if possible.
The stacking algorithm of Tetris A.I. is Breadth-first Search
(BFS). From the current state, it generates the possible next
states, including those states after ”hold”. To exclude obvious
adverse states, we remove the states that have ”holes” in the
stacking. A hole is a blank Mino underneath an occupied
Mino, thus makes the existing blocks slower to eliminating.
Tetris A.I. do not consider the states containing one or more
holes while stacking. Tetris A.I. then expands the states to an
adjustable depth, evaluates each final states, finds the optimal
solution, and follows the corresponding actions.
Tetris A.I. evaluates states by several features and weights,
which are listed in Table I.

Fig. 3.

Two Wide Combo

time limit of 30 seconds for 10 times. The result of LineCleared and Line-Sent is showed below:

B. Two Wide Combo A.I.
”Greedy A.I.” always performs row elimination if possible.
”Tetris A.I.” performs row elimination whenever the current
Tetromino is ”I” and the height of block is larger than four.
Compared to these both, ”Two Wide Combo A.I.” is much
more complicated.
Roughly speaking, ”Two Wide Combo A.I.” can be separated into two states, one representing ”Stacking” and the
other representing ”Combo”. During the Stacking state, the
agent uses BFS to find the best way to stack the Tetrominos
on the left eight columns. While in the Combo state, the agent
tries its best to consecutively eliminate rows, in order to get
the Combo bonus. The details of these two states and when
”Two Wide Combo A.I.” transit from one to the other is shown
as following.
Unlike ”Tetris A.I.” and ”Greedy A.I.”, which eliminate
rows easily, ”Two Wide Combo A.I.” has much more to
concern. ”Two Wide Combo A.I.” cannot directly use ”holes”
to determine whether such action is feasible or not, rather, it
has to trace deep enough to see the last board configuration
to make decisions, due to the reason that ”holes” may not be
”holes” after taking some specific actions. Therefore, ”Two
Wide Combo A.I.” doesnt care about whether there is a hole
at the right two columns or not, the only thing it cares is the
shape and if it is good to continue Combo.

Fig. 4.

•

•

•

Experiment Results

Greedy A.I. and Tetris A.I. have roughly the same number
of Line-Cleared, while Two Wide Combo A.I. performed
less Line-Cleared than the above two A.I.. This result
indicates that Greedy A.I. and Tetris A.I. holds the same
time complexity, and Two Wide Combo A.I. holds higher
time complexity.
Tetris A.I. dominates Greedy A.I. in the number of LineSent(i.e., Tetris A.I. has higher C/P value). This make
sense because Greedy A.I. performs row elimination
whenever possible, therefore it sends zero line when only
one single line is cleared.
When we takes a clear look at the performance of Tetris
A.I. and Two Wide Combo A.I., we can observe that Two
Wide Combo A.I. sent more lines than Tetris A.I. even
though it has less number of Line-Cleared. Moreover,
Two Wide Combo A.I. has the highest C/P value among
these three A.I.s. This result is prominent, since it infers
that Two Wide Combo is more efficient than B2B Tetris
Move, let alone Combos with higher wide.

V. E XPERIMENTS

VI. C ONCLUSION

In order to compare these three kind of A.I., we conducted
experiments to test how fast A.I. can play. The experiment
setting is the same as our game setting(i.e., next three Tetrominos are known advanced), and the tested A.I. play with a

In this paper, We have implemented ”Tetris A.I.” and ”2Wide Combo A.I.”. Experiment results show that the two
strategies both outperform the original ”Greedy A.I.”. in all
aspects. Furthermore, according to the c/p values comparison,

”2-Wide Combo A.I.” is more efficient than ”Tetris A.I.”; that
is, have more Line-Sent at the same row elimination situation.
Therefore, ”2-Wide Combo A.I.” may be preferred among all
existing A.I. strategies.
VII. F UTURE WORK
A. Implement more strategies
We already have three types of A.I., namely, Greedy A.I.,
Tetris A.I., and Two Wide Combo A.I.. Next step we are going
to implement more types of A.I., like Three Wide Combo A.I.
and Four Wide Combo A.I.. Though it seems easy to extend
Two Wide to Three Wide or more, it is not the case since
we have to handle many problems such as rules for combo,
environment settings for spin, and back off policies.
B. Fusion of strategies
With enough strategies in hand, we can construct a powerful
A.I. which has the ability to choose different strategies for
different conditions. First we can employ reflective agent to
handle this, then we turned up the agent, and we can use
a learning agent to find the appropriate timing to change
strategies.
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